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Ethics for Everyday

Ethics for Everyone



Ethics / Morals
Meaning

Ethicos/ Mores = code
Purpose
 To make social  life possible



Philosophy
Meaning

Philo/sophia
love of wisdom

Purpose
to arrive at the truth of any given issue



Philosophical Ethics
 Logic and reason is the only basis 

 Not religion---Divine Command Theory
 Not emotion-----Subjectivism
 Not social dictates----Ethical Relativism
 Not self interest---Ethical Egoism

Philosophical Ethics take precedence over these.



Ethical/Moral Identity
 Broad/ Narrow Construal

 General/Personal

 Levels of Moral Development (Kohlberg)
 1.  self interest
 2. social approval
 3. abstract ideals



Legal v. Moral

 If it is legal is it moral?



Ethical Dilemmas ?

What are they ?

No good choices ?



Approaching Ethical dilemmas
 ASK YOURSELF:

 What are the facts?
 What are the ethical issues?
 Ethical Alternatives?
 Who will be affected by your decision?
 Are you willing to defend your decision in public?



Normative theories can help

 Consequential –a good act is determined by its results.

 Non-consequential—a good act depends on adhering 
to things like rights and duties.

 Lets look at  some specifics.



Utilitarianism
 John Steward Mill  19th century

 Philosopher/politician

 A good act promotes the greater good.
 Act or Rule ?

 What is wrong with this theory?



Kantian Ethics
 Immanuel Kant 18th century

 Reason tells us our duty
 Act only on a rule you can will to be a universal law. 

 No exceptions!
 Reform I  
 Reform II

 What is wrong with this theory?



Prima Facie Ethics

 W. D. Ross 20th century 
 Scottish philosopher
 7 conditional duties we all have
 Fidelity-reparation-justice-gratitude beneficence
 Self improvement - non injury to others

What happens when duties conflict?



Confucian Ethics

 Do not do unto others what you would not want done 
to you……..Confucius/ The Silver Rule



Common Sense Ethics

 Would you want your action to be on the front page of 
the NYT?
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